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44. On 3.Connected l O.Dimensional Manifolds *
By ttiroyasu ISHIMOTO
Department of Mathematics, Faculty of Science, Kanazawa University
(Communicated by Kunihiko KODAIRA, M. $.A., Sept, 12, 1990)
1. Introduction. In [4], the author gave a complete homotopy classification of 2-connected smooth 8-manifolds with vanishing 4th homology
groups as. an application of the homotopy classification theory of primary
manifolds. In this pper, as nother pplication of it, we classify 3connected smooth 10-manifolds M satisfying the following hypotheses:
(H1) H(M) is torsion free.
(H2) The tangent bundle of M is trivial on its 4-skeleton.
It is easily seen that (H2) is equivalent to
(H2’) The tangent bundle of M is stably trivial.
Thus, our classification is that of 3-connected 10-dimensional r-manifolds
with torsion free homology groups. Henthforth, manifolds re smooth,
oriented, connected, and closed unless mentioned explicitly. Homotopy
equivalences and diffeomorphisms are orientation preserving. The proofs
of the theorems are given briefly.
Theorem 1. Let M be a 3-connected lO-manifold satisfying (H1), (H2).
Then, there exists a connected sum decomposition
($5 $5),
M= M1 ($5 S 5)
where M1 is a 3-connected lO-manifold satisfying (H1), (H2) and Hs(M1)=0.
The decomposition is unique up to diffeomorphism, that is, if there exists
another decomposition as above by M and $5$5’s, then M1, M must be
diffeomorplc and the numbers of $5 S are equal.
Let q((p+ q q-1, r, q) be the set of the handlebodies obtained by gluing
q-hndles, r in number, to (p+qq-1)-disk. In the following theorem,
the symmetric bilinear form +: H(M)H(M)Z is defined by (x, y)=
(Sx J y., [M].}, where x, y, [M] denote x, y, [M] in Z coefficient respectively. The type of M is defined by using
(cf. [2], [3]). So, it is
type
of the hndlebody W
the
nd
of
M
coincides with
homotopy invrint
of q/’(ll, r, 6), r-rankH4(M), bounded by M up to homotopy equivalence
(cf. Theorem 8.3 of [2]). The following theorem completes our classification up to diffeomorphism mod 90.
Theorem 2. Let M, M’ be 3-connected lO-manifolds satisfying the
hypothesis (H2) and Hs(M)=H(M’)=O (so, (H1) is satisfied). Then, M, M’
are diffeomorpic mode910 if and only if M, M’ a.re homotopy equivalent.
Such manifolds M with fixed rank H4(M)=r can be completely classified up
to homotopy equivalence, and hence up to diffeomorphism mod 9:0, and the
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independent representatives are given as follows, where s(
connected sum of s copies of ( )"
( ) Those of type 0 are given by

where

A

denotes the

r(SSO,
A # (r- 1)(S S),
is the S-bundle over S with the characteristic element I e Z=

(SO) and admits a cross-section.
(ii) There is no manifold of type I or of type (0+ I).
(iii) Those of type II are given by

eVo,
V # (c- 1)Vo,

,

where r=2c, V,=3W(i), i=0, 1, and W(i) e ((11, 2, 6) is determined by the
invariant system (H; a) such that (e, e)= 1 e Z=(S), a(e)=a(e)=i e
Z--(SO) for the basis {e, e} of H corresponding to the handles.
(iv) Those of type (0+II) are given by

a(S S) # cVo,
a(S S) V (c- 1)V0,
A # (a- 1)(S S) cVo,
where a+2c=r and 2c---rank +.
(For the definition and the properties of invariant systems of handlebodies,
see [8]).
Remark. The manifolds V0, V of type II are not homotopy equivalent unlike 8-dimensional case. But, we. can show that the suspensions of
those are homotopy equivalent. This fact gives a counter example to Conjecture 4.14 of [9].
The following theorem means that for our manifolds, the homotopy
classification is equivalent to the classification up to diffeomorphism
mod 60.
Theorem 3. Let M, M’ be 3-connected lO-manifolds satisfying (H1),
(H2). If M, M’ are homotopy equivalent, then in their decompositions by
Theorem 1 with M, M and SS’s respectively, M is diffeomorphic to
M mod 0, and hence M is diffeomorphic to M’ mod 0.
2. Proofs of the theorems. Since the Kervaire invariant of a 4connected 10-manifold vanishes, Theorem 1 is obtained by Theorem 3 of
[2] and the Uniqueness Theorem of [5]. To prove Theorem 2, we need the
following lemmas.
Lemma 4. For (S)- [Ev’ } + {v } Z + Z, the homomorphism
induced from the inclusion i. u(S)--u(S U , D ) satisfies i.(Ev’ fi)=0,

i,( ):/:0.

,

,

,

o(S U ,, D S)--(S) of the exact sequence. By
Theorem 2.1 of [6], the homomorphism Q" (S)-+o(S" U , D S) which
takes the relative Whitehead product with the orientation generator a of
u(S U , D S)Z is surjective since 0(S0=0. So, u0(S U ,, D S) is
generated by [a, ]. We have 3,[a, ]]--[3,a, ]]---[], ]]
[, ]. Since

Proof. We study

,

=

,
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[,]=/=0 and u(S)={,os}Z, [,] must be ,o2. Hence, .[a,V]:
=E’ o =E’ (cf. (5.9) of [7, p. 44]). Thus, 0(S , D S)=
Z[a, 2] and we have the lemma.
Lemma 5. Let
=9(S4) Im P-+=9(S J , D) / i,(Im P) be the homomorphism induced from i," =(S)-+=(S U , D), where P" =(S)-+=(S) is defined
is
by P(x)=[x,4]. Then, ImP=Keri,={E,to}, so i.(ImP)=O, and
in]ective.
Proof. Since ] o ,=,’ and 2 ,=0 by (5.9) of [7, p. 44], we have
E(E,’ )= E(E 7 2)= E(4 5 28)=5
=0. So, P= E 2 since
P
E
{z]}__7(S) >7(S) >710(S5) is exact. Hence the assertion is known from

.

Lemma 4.

,

Lemma 6. Let 2" =5(SO)=S=(SO)--=(S)/ImP be the homomorphism
defined by 2(S)=(J) which is independent of the choice of where S"
=5(SO)-+=(SO) is induced from the inclusion. Let
be the homomorphism defined by
2. Then, 2, are in]ective.
J-homomorphisms J()" m(SO)=
and
the
Proof. Since S is surjective
Z-=,o(S) Z, J() =(SO) Z + Zo=(S) Z + Z are isomorphic by Proposition 2.1 of [10], 2 can be replaced by J() under the isomorphism E"
=(S)/Im P =0(S). So, 2 is injective and hence ] by Lemma 5.
Now, Theorem 2 is obtained by Theorem 1’ of [2] and by the following.
Proposition 7. Let M be a 3-connected lO-manifold with rank H(M)
=r satisfying (H2) and H(M)=O. Then, there exists a handlebody W e
r(ll, r, 6)such that M=WmodtO0. Let M’, W’ be as above. Then, the
following three are equivalent"
( ) M, M’ are homotopy equivalent.
(ii) M, M’ are diff eomorphic mod (90.
(iii) W, W’ are diff eomorphic.
Proof. Since M can be modified to. a homotopy sphere by surgeries,

=.

by constructing conversely, we have the above handlebody W. We may
show only that (i) induces (iii). Assume that M, M’ are homotopy equivalent and let (H; ), (H’; ’, ’) be the invariant systems o W, W’ respectively. Since 3W, W’ are homotopy equivalent, W, W’ belong to the same
type. Then, since 2, ] are injective by Lemma 6, we can easily see that
(H;, a), (H’; ’, a’) are isomorphic in each type by Theorems 1, 2, and 3
of [3]. Hence, by Theorem 2 of [8], W, W’ are diffeomorphic. We note
that there exists no handlebody of type I or type (0-t-I). Because, (x, x)
=E=,a(x)=O for any x e H since ." =(SO)-+=(S) is trivial.
To prove Theorem 3, we use the splitting theorem of [1]. Let M=Mg
--($5S)#
# (S S ) and f" M MI # M--M’-- M # M’ be a homotopy
equivalence. Let M’ N k) N, N N= S and N M--Int r)’’, i 1, 2.
Then, by Theorem 1.1 of [1], there exist the submanifolds N, N. of M and a
map h" (M, N, N, S)--(M’, N, N;, S) which restrictions to respective manifolds are homotopy equivalences, such that M--N UN,

,

,
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is homotopic to h. Here, S is a. homotopy 9-sphere but we can
show that S=S In fact, since N is homotopy equivalent to N and
M(DN) satisfies (H2), We can kill H,(N) by surgeries on N so that S=
N is the boundary of a contractible manifold. Thus, M=M M for
(S S )
M,=N, U D i= 1, 2. Then, by Theorem 1, M (S S)
mod 00 since M is 4-connected and so M =M mod 0. On the other hand,
since h N can be extended to a homotopy equivalence of M to M, M has
the homotopy type of M, and hence, M=M mod 0 by Theorem 2. Thus,
M=M mod 0.

3N and f
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